
Jordan is a country rich in artefacts, culture and beauty. Begin in
Amman, the modern capital where you will discover ancient
Roman ruins, the impressive 8th century Umayyad Palace
complex, lively souks and shopping streets, and various
contemporary art galleries. One day, enjoy a private excursion to
Jerash, one of the best preserved Roman cities in the Middle
East, located amid the rolling verdant hills and lush valleys of
northern Jordan. Then, travelling along the famous Kings
Highway and leaving behind the hustle of the capital, you begin
your journey towards Petra. En-route, visit important cultural and
archaeological sites such Mt. Nebo with its memorial Church of
Moses and gorgeous panoramic views of the Jordan River and
the Dead Sea, the famed Mosaic Map housed in a church in
Madaba and the impressive Crusader fortress in Kerak.

Later, arrive in Petra, one of the world’s most impressive
archaeological sites. The Nabataeans created this ancient city
between the 3rd century BC and the 1st century AD, sculpting
monuments and tombs into the surrounding mountainside - the
most spectacular of which is the pink-hued Treasury. Learn about
the history, beliefs, architecture and daily life of the Nabataeans
during private tour of this fascinating ancient wonder. Also enjoy
an excursion into Jordan’s southern desert to explore the
spectacular natural environment of Wadi Rum. Perhaps most

When to go
The Jordan Valley and the area around Aqaba is warm during winter
(January-February) with chilly evenings, and extremely hot in summer
(June-August). Rain falls between November and March. 

Flying time
London to Amman is approximately 5hrs with direct flights operated by BMI

Time difference
GMT+2 (+3 between March & October)

Passport & Visa
Visa Required?
British �✓ USA �✓ Other EU �✓
Nationals referred to in the chart above can obtain a one month, single-
entry visa on arrival at any point of entry in to Jordan except for the King
Hussein Bridge at the Jordan/Israel border. The cost of a Single Entry Visa
@ JD10.00 (approx £11.00) 
Passports must be valid for a minimum of 6 months after the period of
intended visit.

Health requirements
Diphtheria �✓ Hepatitis A �✓ Malaria        �✗
Tetanus �✓ Typhoid Sometimes* Yellow Fever �✗ 

Recommendations do change from time to time and it is important to discuss
your personal requirements with your doctor.
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famously known as the setting of Lawrence of Arabia, this vast
area is dotted with red sand dunes, canyons, natural springs,
Bedouin tents, strangely shaped mountains and naturally formed
rock bridges.

The Red Sea holiday resort of Aqaba in the south of Jordan
enjoys an idyllic coastal setting, ringed by high desert mountains.
With a laidback atmosphere it is great for relaxing, diving and
snorkelling. Conclude your tour at the Dead Sea where you may
relax, floating in the salt and mineral laden water, famous for its
buoyancy and therapeutic qualities.

This tour is the perfect introduction to Jordan’s most popular
destinations. Each day, as you tour this complex and ancient
kingdom, your own private guide and driver will help bring to life
this remarkable historic country which has captivated pilgrims
and travellers throughout the centuries.

Jordan Classic Tour – 
08 Days/07 nights
Amman/Petra/Aqaba/Dead Sea

Tour Itinerary
Day 01: Depart London. Arrive in Amman late evening
Day 02: Jerash and Um Qais tour
Day 03: Transfer to Petra with sightseeing en-route
Day 04: Full day Petra tour
Day 05: Wadi Rum Jeep Safari. Travel on to Aqaba
Day 06: A day at leisure
Day 07: Transfer to Dead Sea
Day 08: Transfer and flight to London
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